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Caveman Bridge over the Rogue River

Introduction

1—I n t r o d u c t i o n
America’s scenic places and landscapes fill us with
pleasure and pride. Much of our collective culture in the
arts, education, urban development, and environmental
policy has been influenced by our wonderful heritage of
scenic natural and historical landscapes. Our beautiful
scenic landscapes truly inspire and bring out the best in
us.
Scenic places and landscapes constitute scenic resources.
Possessing beauty and attractiveness, scenic resources
embody regionally significant landscape features and
forms. Valued scenic resources manifest an abundance
of higher quality scenic features that create attractive
compositions made up of natural land forms, vegetation
patterns, water forms, and occasionally buildings, farms
and other human-made elements.
Scenic resources can contribute immensely to a
community’s quality of life, sense of place, economic
prosperity, and citizen well-being. Like other valued
resources, scenic resources are worthy of being
acknowledged and carefully managed. Because scenic
resources are important, Oregon Statewide Planning
Goal 5 encourages Oregon communities to take stock
of their prized scenic landscapes in order to maintain
resource integrity and value.
Grants Pass’ setting in the Rogue Valley gave rise to the
City’s identity as a river-town surrounded by mountains.
The landscape here shaped human activity and
development patterns, and in many cases human activity
shaped the landscape. Features and forms of the natural
or “intrinsic” landscape continue to characterize and
define the Grants Pass area, and, if their natural form and
expression are still largely intact, these landscapes and
features are likely valued for their scenic quality. Some
human-made landscapes and places in and near Grants
Pass can also be considered scenic. This study seeks to
identify Grants Pass’ important scenic resources and to
determine measures and strategies for protecting these
resources.
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Rogue River from 5th Street Overlook
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2—S t u d y P u r p o s e

and

A pp r o a c h

This study serves as a guide to the identification and
protection of Grants Pass' important scenic resources.
The purpose of this study is to:
1. Confirm the location and attributes of Grants Pass'
scenic resources.
2. Identify current measures that protect scenic
resources from adverse effects or conflicting uses.
3. Identify new or additional measures that could
be implemented to protect resources if current
measures are insufficient.
4. Enable the City of Grants Pass to decide whether
further steps should be taken to acknowledge and
protect its scenic resources.

GOAL 5 OREGON ADMINISTRATIVE RULES
This scenic resources study is partly driven by Goal
5 Oregon Administrative Rules. Goal 5 is a statewide
initiative that explains how local governments can
manage land to conserve important resources such
as wetlands, riparian corridors, historic properties, as
well as scenic resources and open space areas. The
Goal 5 Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) 660-0230030 through 660-023-0070 outline the following fivestep planning process for identifying and protecting
important resources:

Goal 5 Oregon Administrative Rules allow considerable
flexibility among local jurisdictions in the application and
interpretation of the five-step process in the planning
for scenic resources and open space areas. OAR 660-0230220 and 660-023-0230 are written as follows:
OAR 660-023-0220
Open Space
1. For purposes of this rule, “open space” includes parks,
forests, wildlife preserves, nature reservations or
sanctuaries, and public or private golf courses.
2. Local governments are not required to amend
acknowledged comprehensive plans in order
to identify new open space resources. If local
governments decide to amend acknowledged plans
in order to provide or amend open space inventories,
the requirements of OAR 660-023-0030 through 660023-0050 shall apply, except as set forth in section (3)
of this rule.
3. Local governments may adopt a list of significant
open space resource sites as an open space
acquisition program. Local governments are not
required to apply the requirements of OAR 660-0230030 through 660-023-0050 to such sites unless land
use regulations are adopted to protect such sites
prior to acquisition.

•

Inventory and evaluate the relevant resource site(s)

OAR 660-023-0230
Scenic Views and Sites

•

Identify land uses on or near the resource that might
conflict with, compromise, or adversely affect the
resource

1. For purposes of this rule, “scenic views and sites” are
lands that are valued for their aesthetic appearance.

•

Analyze the economic, social, environmental, and
energy (ESEE) consequences of conflicting uses, and
the ESEE consequences of measures to prohibit or
limit conflicting uses

•

Decide the nature and degree of protection to be
applied to the resource

•

Adopt regulatory measures to protect the resource

2. Local governments are not required to amend
acknowledged comprehensive plans in order to
identify scenic views and sites. If local governments
decide to amend acknowledged plans in order to
provide or amend inventories of scenic resources,
the requirements of OAR 660-023-0030 through 660023-0050 shall apply.
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The Oregon Department of Land Conservation and
Development offers further clarification of the Rules:
•

Open Space 660-023-0220: Local governments
[are] not required to inventory new sites. [The Rule]
enables local governments to use Goal 5 process to
designate open space if they chose to do so. If they
do, they must complete the standard Goal 5 steps.
[This] allows a list of open space sites for acquisition
without having to apply Goal 5 to the sites unless the
sites are regulated before they are acquired.

•

Scenic Views & Sites, 660-023-0230: Simplifies Goal
5 process for local governments, [enabling] local
governments to use Goal 5 process for significant
new scenic views and sites if they chose to do so,
using the standard Goal 5 steps. No new inventories
of scenic views are required.

Thus, local governments are not required by Goal 5 to
inventory scenic resources and open space resources. The
decision to inventory scenic and open space resources
and to adopt the inventory into a local jurisdiction’s
comprehensive plan is voluntary. Local governments can
“identify” significant open space and scenic resources
before applying the five step process. The five step
process may be applied upon moving forward to amend
acknowledged plans and programs and to develop
regulatory measures, if necessary, to manage or protect
resources.
Safe Harbor Provision (OAR 660-023-0020(2)
As an alternative to the five-step process for inventorying
and protecting resources, local governments may
choose to adopt a “safe harbor” provision to apply
protection ordinances to significant riparian corridors,
wetlands, or wildlife habitat areas within the local
government’s jurisdiction. The safe harbor provision
enables an expeditious use of measures such as adopted
development setbacks and buffers from significant
resources to simplify the basis for protection offered by
other state and federal statutory measures.
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For example, a local jurisdiction may choose to identify
and protect significant riparian corridors using the safe
harbor criteria under OAR 660-023-0090(5) rather than
follow the standard five-step Goal 5 process under
OAR 660-023-0030 through 0050. The safe harbor rule
provisions for riparian corridors specify that along
a major waterway, a local government may adopt a
setback that prohibits development within 75 feet of the
waterway's bank. If it does that, the local government
will automatically comply with Goal 5's requirement for
protection of the riparian resource. The government
doesn't need to do any elaborate studies to justify its
decision, and its risk of litigation is lessened. If the local
government wants to use something other than a 75foot setback, it may. But in developing an alternative to
the safe harbor provision, it would have to complete the
standard Goal 5 process, which involves considerably
more work in developing protection measures that may
be contested and ultimately rejected.
Similarly, a jurisdiction may adopt a wetlands ordinance
that meets the requirements of OAR 660-023-0100(4)
(b) in lieu of following the ESEE decision process in
OAR 660-023-0040. Local governments may also apply
safe harbor to important wildlife habitat areas which
requires local governments to update habitat inventories
using information from state and federal agencies.
Governments must determine the significance of habitat
areas, either through the standard Goal 5 process or
through “safe harbor” which provides objective criteria
for identifying habitat significance. Local land use plans
must include decisions about habitat areas, and must be
coordinated with key state and federal agencies.
Although the safe harbor provision cannot be applied
to open space and scenic resources, its application to
important riparian corridors and wildlife habitat might
also provide protections to scenic resources associated
with the Rogue River, woodlands, and other areas.

DEFINING SCENIC RESOURCES
The word “scenic” is defined as “providing or relating to
views of impressive, beautiful or attractive natural scenery”.
Like other resources, scenic places and landscapes are
considered the “source” of a valued commodity and
thereby termed “scenic resources”. Scenic resources are
identified and qualitatively assessed in scenic resources
studies to determine the location and importance
of resources in a given area or region. Per the above
definition, the term scenic is usually attributed to
natural landscapes or natural features and forms that
are considered picturesque, beautiful, or aesthetically
pleasing. Certain places shaped by human activity, such
as farmlands, gardens, and historic and cultural sites, can
also be considered scenic.
Due to the somewhat complex and personal nature of
determining what is scenic, established definitions and
criteria greatly assist in the identification and evaluation
of scenic resources. The Federal Highway Administration,
National Park Service, U.S. Forest Service, Bureau of
Land Management and other federal and state agencies
generally apply the following language and terminology
to the identification and qualitative assessment of scenic
resources:

Siskiyous Mountains
(Photo Credit: Gary Halvorson, Oregon State Archives)

Scenic: The composition of features that are regionally
representative, associative, inspirational, and/or
valued. These features include land forms, water forms,
vegetation patterns, and cultural forms that singularly or
in combination possess significant aesthetic, natural or
visual qualities which can be assessed by their attributes
of Vividness, Intactness, and Unity:
•

Vividness is the memorability of landscape features
as they combine in striking and distinctive visual
patterns. Other descriptors here include prominence,
magnitude, diversity, and intensity.

•

Intactness pertains to the visual condition or
integrity of the resource and its degree of disruptive
or encroaching elements, such as human-made
alterations and disturbance.

•

Unity refers to the visual coherence and
compositional harmony of a landscape scene
considered as a whole. Unity often takes into
account the foreground/middle-ground/background
composition.

In many scenic resource studies and visual resources
assessments, a landscape or view that possesses
high scenic quality usually registers high in the three
attributes of vividness, intactness and unity. Places
and views of high scenic quality are typically deemed
worthy of measures to manage or ensure their
continued integrity and value. Scenic resources studies
often identify potential threats, adverse impacts, or
conflicting uses to high quality scenic places, with
recommendations on how to curtail these impacts.

Mountain Bike Hill, Grants Pass
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Scenic places and areas are sometimes categorized as
large-scale scenic landscapes, scenic sites, scenic views
or viewpoints, and scenic corridors as follows:
•

Large-scale scenic landscapes usually encompass
large geographical areas of hundreds to thousands
of acres that can be viewed and enjoyed from
numerous vantage points both within and outside
the landscape. Scenic landscapes consist of intact
natural land, water, and vegetation forms that are
representative or expressive of the region. Examples
of large-scale scenic landscapes include natural
seashores and lakeshores, river canyons and gorges,
mountains, and broad farm valleys. Due to their
larger scale, scenic landscapes often extend across
jurisdictional and ownership boundaries.

•

Scenic sites tend to be smaller-scale, contained
areas and settings that might cover a few to several
hundred acres. Features such as plants, water bodies,
terrain forms, art, buildings, or other natural and
human-made elements within scenic sites combine
to form attractive compositions. Municipal and
regional parks, botanical gardens, important cultural
places, and historic bridges are examples of scenic
sites. Scenic viewpoints which permit views beyond
the limits of the scenic site may or not be present at
scenic sites.

•

Scenic views or viewpoints are typically associated
with a specific place or location where near and/or
distant landscape features and areas can be viewed.
The view may be framed or panoramic, and the
visual composition usually consists of foreground,
middle-ground, and background features that
together form an attractive scene. Scenic viewpoints
can be found on hill-tops and promontories, at
roadside pull-offs, and at other places overlooking a
river valley, mountains, broad plain, etc.

•

Scenic corridors are attractive linear landscapes or
linear areas associated with a water-way or a travelway such as a street, highway, or path. Features
near the travel-way usually define the corridor and
imbue it with scenic value. Parkways, greenways, and
streets in historic urban areas are examples of scenic
corridors. Rural scenic byways are a type of scenic
corridor in which both the larger landscape setting
and features near the travel-way contribute to scenic
quality and experience.

A primary premise in the identification and assessment
of scenic resources holds that the scene or scenery must
be able to be seen by members of the general public.
Although privately-owned estates, views from shoreline
homes, or a country club golf course may be scenic,
these places and views often do not qualify as a resource
that can be accessed and enjoyed by everyone. With
respect to the larger community, members of the general
public constitute a broad cross-section of “viewer types”
(recreationists, tourists, commuters, neighborhood
residents, etc.) that some scenic resource studies attempt
to identify and gauge according to viewer preferences
and sensibilities. However, the fine-grained distinctions
in viewer types and their preferences generally do not
affect whether a place is scenic, nor do they significantly
alter recommendations on measures to manage or
protect scenic resources.

Allen Creek Reserve
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Human activity and development pose the greatest
threat to the quality and integrity of scenic resources. The
introduction of buildings, roads, industrial operations,
etc. into an otherwise natural landscape often results
in alterations to the landscape that are noticeably
incongruous with intrinsic vegetation patterns, terrain
features and water forms. Drastic changes wrought by
human activity in scenic agricultural landscapes or scenic
cultural sites can also compromise the scenic integrity of
these places as well.
Certain measures can be taken to protect scenic
resources from the damaging consequences of
development and conflicting uses. Notably, some of our
most valued scenic natural landscapes and sites have
been set aside and protected in national, state, or local
parks and open space preserves of various types. Land
use regulations and development codes administered by
state and local jurisdictions are also effective at curtailing
development that could diminish scenic resources.
Incentives offered to private land owners may be useful

in preventing adverse effects upon scenic resources.
Importantly, measures to protect the quality of other
valued natural or cultural resources can serve to protect
a scenic resource. For example, measures to protect the
wildlife habitat, wetlands, water quality and riparian
vegetation along a beautiful creek could also serve to
protect the creek’s scenic quality.
Scenic resources studies focus primarily on the
identification and management of scenic resources
that are currently of high scenic quality. Places and
views where scenic quality has been lost or diminished
but could be made more scenic by various means fall
outside the realm of what can be reasonably identified
and protected by scenic resources studies. There are
simply too many places where scenic integrity has been
lost or compromised, and measures to improve the
scenic quality of these places become unrealistic. Scenic
resources studies are less about correcting past mistakes
and damage; they are more about identifying and
protecting what remains scenic.

View from City's Northwest Subarea
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IDENTIFICATION OF GRANTS PASS SCENIC
RESOURCES
The identification of scenic resources within and near
Grants Pass relied on data collected through various
means. In late June of 2017 the consultant team and
City staff toured Grants Pass to review and discuss
potential scenic resources in and around the City. Scenic
landscapes, features and views were identified, mapped
and photographed based on their scenic quality (general
level of vividness, intactness, and unity), their regional
significance, their overall visibility and accessibility to
the general public, and whether they contribute to the
identity and character of Grants Pass.
The community-at-large was informed about the Grants
Pass Scenic Resources Study through notices in the local
newspaper, postings on the City’s website, direct contact
with certain community groups and organizations, and
face-to-face community events. The consultant team
and City staff operated an outdoor booth at the Grants
Pass Growers Market on Saturday morning, September
23, 2017 to inform people about the study and to solicit
their input in identifying scenic places and resources.
People at the Growers Market were encouraged to
identify scenic places and views on a website that had
been specifically designed to locate and track individual
responses. Over 100 fliers explaining the scenic resources

Rogue River upriver of Grants Pass (Photo Credit: Randy Johnson)
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study and website survey were distributed to folks at
the Growers Market, and citizen reaction to providing
website input was very positive. Following the Market
event, the consultant team and City staff conducted a
lightly attended open house at City Council chambers
with the intent of discussing the study further with local
residents.
The website was designed as an interactive survey tool
that allowed respondents to post the location (via digital
map) of places and features in and near the City deemed
scenic by the respondent. People could post a photo
of the place or feature taken from their mobile phone,
with notes or comments about the place. The website
allowed respondents to view what other respondents
posted; however, respondent postings were completely
anonymous – no personal information or identification
were obtained. Instructions for using the website were
simple and clear, and the purpose of the scenic resources
study and survey were described. The website was active
from September 22 to October 16, 2017 during a period
that was warm and dry, and favorable to being outside.
Despite the positive reception at the Growers Market
and direct notifications to several local organizations, the
public response and postings on the website were fairly
modest, with about 30 responses. Results of the website
survey are contained in the Appendix.

3— G rants Pass S cenic R esources

The Grants Pass and Urbanizing Area Comprehensive
Community Development Plan (2002 Comp Plan), Chapter
3.00 Scenic, Rogue River, Historic and Natural Resources
lists the following “Scenic Views and Areas” within Grants
Pass:

•

The Rogue River Corridor

•

Arterial roadways which serve as entrances to the
UGB

•

Major streets that have older, big trees: 6th Street
from Evelyn to “A” Street, and “A” Street from 9th to
6th Streets

•

High vantage points: Hillcrest Drive; Woodson Drive;
Crescent Drive; Rogue Community College; Subgrade
water storage tank off Woodson Drive; and 40 acre
BLM parcel in Northwest Subarea

The consultant team and City staff identified the scenic
resources described in this report through their own
assessment and from citizen input obtained via the
website survey. The scenic resources discussed herein
include those listed in the Comp Plan as well as the
additional areas identified above. A description of
each scenic resource is followed by a list of “potential”
conflicting uses that could adversely affect the resource.
Current measures (e.g. building codes, development
standards, environmental conditions, etc.) already in
place that may prevent or limit potential conflicting
uses are then outlined. It should be noted that if current
measures provide sufficient protection, then there are
no conflicting uses. If current measures are inadequate,
additional measures are suggested that could be
considered by the City to protect the scenic resource
from conflicting uses.

In addition, Article 21 Riverfront Tourist Commercial
Development Standards of the Grants Pass
Development Code recognizes the Rogue River as an
important community asset offering natural habitat,
recreational, and scenic value. Other adopted planning
documents, including The Rogue River Riverfront and
Development Plan, The Downtown River District Plan, the
Comprehensive Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and
2014 Comprehensive Plan Policies acknowledge the scenic
value of the Rogue River to Grants Pass.
The study presented here reaffirms most of the scenic
views and areas listed within the 2002 Comp Plan as
important scenic resources. This study also identifies
additional places and areas in and near Grants Pass that
possess high scenic quality and that can be considered
important scenic resources. These places include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Caveman Bridge from Riverside Park

The hills and mountains surrounding the City
The Downtown Historic District
The Caveman Bridge
Major parks and park preserves
The City’s urban tree canopy
Other specific viewpoint locations
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A. ROGUE RIVER SCENIC RIVERWAY
(SCENIC LANDSCAPE CORRIDOR)

Potential Conflicting Uses and Threats to Rogue
River Scenic Resource

Resource Description

•

Removal and diminishment of vegetation along
riverbanks

•

Straightening or widening of existing river channel

•

Armoring of riverbanks or channel bottom with
concrete, rip-rap, or other visually incompatible
material

•

Development of commercial or residential buildings
and structures on or abutting riverbanks

Grants Pass establishment and growth are closely
tied to the Rogue River and its broad, fertile valley. An
important source of water for agricultural irrigation and
industry, the River is also a major tourist and recreational
attraction and important riparian corridor. It is safe to
say that Grants Pass identity and brand resides with the
Rogue River.
Remarkably, the four-mile stretch of the Rogue River
through Grants Pass remains largely undiminished from
the depredations of urban development that afflict
rivers and waterways in urban areas elsewhere. Instead
of having been straightened or channelized, the Rogue
River’s natural route and channel persist relatively
unchanged. Nor have dams turned the channel into
a series of linear holding basins and small reservoirs.
The river banks are still largely covered by trees and
shrubs versus rip-rap, concrete bulkheads, and awkward
buildings. And waterfowl and fish still flourish in its
cool clear waters, as do human recreationists. The river
wonderfully embodies an untamed natural river-way
through the middle of Grants Pass.
Spectacular views of the Rogue River occur from
innumerable vantage points along riverbanks, in parks,
on overcrossing bridges, from boats, and just about any
place where the waterway can be seen. The rippling,
slightly meandering plane of water is flanked by a
seemingly unbroken curtain of lush green vegetation,
with glimpses of distant mountains looking upstream or
down. Ducks, geese, herons, and hawks further animate
the scene, while fluctuations in weather, seasons, and
time of day create scenery that is neither static nor
boring. Nearly the entire river-way through Grants Pass,
from top-of-bank to top-of-bank, possesses remarkably
high scenic quality. The only exceptions to this condition
are where a few large buildings abut the riverbank or
where homeowners have cleared riverbank vegetation
and/or built ancillary structures like decks and sheds
near the riverbank. Apart from these relatively few
encroachments, the Rogue River is very scenic and
unquestionably Grants Pass’ major scenic resource.

Existing Measures to Manage or Protect Resource
from Conflicting Uses
Several of the City’s adopted policies and regulations
acknowledge the Rogue River as a significant scenic
resource through the City. The following policies
and regulations appear to provide protections from
conflicting uses to the Rogue River scenic resource:

•

The 2002 Grants Pass & Urbanizing Area
Comprehensive Community Development Plan,
Section 3.5, “Scenic, Rogue River, Historic, and
Natural Resources Findings”, Item 8 states “. . . the
Rogue River Corridor offers unparalleled scenic
grandeur. . .” Item 10 in this section states: “A
Scenic Overlay Zone between [Tom Pearce] Park
and Schroeder Park needs to be developed and
integrated into the Comprehensive Plan to help
manage the river corridor in perpetuity. This zone
should a) define those elements which comprise
the river’s scenic qualities; b) define goals which, if
implemented, will help in achieving preservation of
this scenic quality; c) create a Scenic Management
Plan component in the City’s Comprehensive Plan
capable of serving as a regulatory framework with
which to enforce Scenic Overlay Zone.”

•

The 2007 Grants Pass & Urbanizing Area
Comprehensive Plan includes Tables 13.7.1, 13.7.2 and
13.7.3 which indicate that regulation of the Overlay
Zone would generally be handled administratively.
There are other provisions for landscaping, buffering,
etc.
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•

•

The 2014 Grants Pass Comprehensive Plan Policies
contains Section 3.0 “Scenic, Rogue River, Historic
and Natural Resources”, with the stated goal “to
conserve, restore, and enhance the area’s scenic river,
historic and natural resource.” Item 3.3 of this section
states: “The City shall recognize the Rogue River as
the most significant natural and economic resource .
. . by the institution of Riverfront Tourist Commercial
Zones . . . [which] would provide for development
standards as well as provide specific allowable
uses for each Riverfront Tourist Commercial Area.”
Item 3.4 of this section further states: “The City
shall recognize the River as the predominant visual
feature in the community by institution of a “Scenic
Overlay Zone”, to occur along the entire length of the
river within the urban growth boundary; the width of
the zone should correspond to the width of the River
Corridor. The zone shall include: . . .a design review
board . . . design guidelines . . . public viewpoints . . .”
Items 3.5 and 3.6 of this section advocate protection
of riparian and wetland habitats along the river, and
development of a bike/ped trail system linking the
river. Item 3.10 states “The City shall act to conserve
and enhance the quality and character of the Rogue
River and its tributary streams, protecting streamside
vegetation and discouraging the channelization,
diking and filling of stream channels.” Section 3.0
closes with Item 3.11 which states “Within sixteen
months of adoption of the Comprehensive Plan,
The Development Code shall act to facilitate these
Scenic, Rogue River, Historic and Natural Resources
policies . . .”
Article 12 Zoning Districts of the Grants Pass
Development Code contains provision 12.225 which
states: “Riverfront Tourist Commercial District (RTC).
The purpose of the Riverfront Tourist Commercial
District is to provide for and to promote special
tourist commercial uses adjacent to the Rogue
River where either existing or proposed bridges
are located. Uses appropriate to the RTC districts
would either need to be located adjacent to the
river for their existence or utilize the river's scenic
quality for economic development. In addition to
providing economic opportunity for the City of
Grants Pass, these ordinances will preserve the scenic
quality wetland habitat and promote river related
recreation.”
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Article 21 Riverfront Tourist Commercial Development
Regulations of the Grants Pass Development
Code includes provisions for allowed uses, design
guidelines, and riparian habitat protection and
restoration guidelines within the Riverfront Tourist
Commercial District located in the downtown
area. This provides for protection of the River’s
habitat, recreational value, scenic attractions, as
well as economic opportunities. The 21.310 Design
Guidelines - and in particular – Section 21.330(1)
Relationship to the River, provide provisions for
prohibiting habitable structures on the riverbank
or floodway; decreasing intensity and density of
development near the River; decreasing building
heights near the River; limiting use of materials
for non-habitable structures on the riverbank; and
restoring riparian vegetation. This section also
includes requirements for the provision of buffers
and open space on developed sites. Section 21.350
Trails, Paths, and the Esplanade provides guidance
for increasing the non-motorized opportunities
along the River. Section 21.400 Riparian Habitat
Protection and Restoration Guidelines provides for
vegetation enhancement and protection; pollution
prevention; and limitations on river activities.

•

Article 24 Environmental Standards of the
Development Code includes provisions such as
Section 24.342 Rogue River Buffer Area which
directs development to be located outside the
100 year floodway; 24.343 Preservation of Riparian
Vegetation directs the stream corridor setback to
be used to preserve riparian vegetation within the
banks of streams or the floodway of the Rogue River.
Trimming of the vegetation in order to contain such
vegetation within the banks or to alleviate a hazard
is allowed. Noxious vegetation may be removed if
replaced within 90 days by various combinations
of plant materials and/or rip-rap that stabilizes the
stream bank and preserves the aquatic habitat;
24.344 Stream Channelization, Diking or Filling
directs that channelization is prohibited. Streambed alteration, stream-bank stabilization, removal of
material from a stream-bank or bed, or the filling of
a stream may require a permit; and 24.345 Wetlands
which directs that wetlands be designated for
protection only within the bed and banks of the
Rogue River and its tributaries. Wetlands within the

Rogue River floodway shall be left in their natural
state. Wetlands within the Rogue River floodplain
shall be protected as much as possible.
The Comprehensive Plan Policy to establish a “Scenic
Overlay Zone” for the entire length of the Rogue River
through the City has not been implemented. However,
the context of largely developed areas along the
River coupled with current code requirements may
obviate the necessity for such an additional regulatory
provision. Apart from the Riverfront Tourist Commercial
District, most river frontage through the City is currently
occupied by residential uses and zoned for low-tomoderate density residential development. Current
house-lot backyards generally face the riverfront,
with some older homes, decks, and other residential
structures located very near if not on the riverbank.
Development regulations for these zones allow singlefamily and other less dense uses as outright permitted
types with design standards for setbacks, lot areas,
building heights, habitable building area above flood
elevation, etc. Some specialized residential uses (group
homes, etc.), institutional uses, and commercial uses are
allowed conditionally through special review procedures,
planned unit developments, and administrative or
planning commission approvals. All development,
including residential, along the Rogue River is to
“continually adhere” to the provisions of Sections
24.341 through 24.344 of Article 24 of the Municipal
Code (referenced above) which requires that structures
cannot be built closer than 20 ft. from the edge of
stream bank, with riparian vegetation preserved on the
bank and within the setback. Enforcement of current
code provisions will go a long way toward preserving
and creating a curtain of riparian vegetation along
riverbanks, thus maintaining one of the key elements
contributing to the river’s high scenic quality.

Proposed Additional Measures to Protect
Resource from Conflicting Uses
Taken together, the adopted policies and regulations
described above come very close to providing adequate
protection from conflicting uses to the Rogue River’s
scenic quality within the City. However, the City may
want to consider the following additional measures (in
combination or alone) to provide further protection:

•

Certain development provisions that are particular
to the Riverfront Tourist Commercial District could
be applied through modest amendments to the
development code to residential areas bordering the
river outside of the RTC District.

•

The establishment of a Scenic Overlay Zone (and
accordant Scenic Management Plan) as called for in
the 2002 Comp Plan and the 2014 Comprehensive
Plan Policies would serve to establish clear and
unequivocal requirements for perpetuating the
river’s scenic integrity.

•

Additional requirements for the protection and
restoration of the river’s riparian habitat will serve to
protect riverbank vegetation which is an important
feature contributing to the river’s scenic character.

•

Designation as an “Oregon Scenic Waterway”
(OSW) would further solidify the river’s status as an
important scenic resource. Among the four scenic
waterway categories – Natural, Scenic, Recreational,
River Community – Grants Pass could opt for one of
the last two which have less stringent requirements
for riverfront development and scenic resource
protection than the first two categories, especially
with adoption of “special rules” allowed under the
OSW program. OSW designation however involves a
rigorous process with strong community support.
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B. SCENIC HILLS AND MOUNTAINS
SURROUNDING THE CITY
(SCENIC LANDSCAPE)
Resource Description
Grants Pass is situated at the convergence of three
physiographic regions or ecoregions: the Rogue/Illinois
River Valley, the Siskiyou (Oak Savanna) Foothills, and the
Inland Siskiyous. The City’s setting is thus characterized
by the broad Rogue River Valley and the steep rugged
foothills and low mountains bordering the north, east
and south sides of the City. Too steep to be farmed,
grazed or settled, the slopes and mountains flanking
the valley bottom and City remain largely forested or
wooded.
Rising above the urban development in the low-lying
river valley, the foothills and mountains surrounding
Grants Pass are visible from countless locations in the
City when looking north, east or south. On-the-ground
observations and computer-aided viewshed analysis
(page 17) performed during this study confirm that
the green undulating slopes form a visual backdrop to
the City from multiple vantage points. Importantly, the
background of hills and mountains lend a harmonious
and cohesive visual quality to the foreground clutter
of streets, signs and buildings that characterize many
of the City’s urban areas. The surrounding terrain also
constitutes the primary scenic feature from certain
scenic viewpoints within Grants Pass. The views of
nearby slopes and low mountains reinforce Grants Pass'
identity as a mountain town at the doorstep to a rugged,
seemingly pristine natural landscape. The relatively
unscathed hills and mountains surrounding the City rank
high in scenic quality and equally high among Grants
Pass' scenic resources.

private ownership are zoned “Rural Residential-5” or “Low
Density Residential”. Josephine County’s Comprehensive
Plan sets parameters for the use and development
of property designated Woodlot Resource, Forest
Commercial or Residential.

Potential Conflicting Uses or Threats to
Surrounding Hills and Mountains Scenic Resource
•

Clear-cut logging, surface mining, or other similar
large-scale operation on wooded slopes visible from
within the City

•

Large-scale road and building development on
visible slopes

•

Extensive denuding of slope vegetation by natural
phenomena such as forest fires, landslides, or
invasive pests

View across northern Rogue River Valley to Siskiyous

For the most part, the surrounding hills and low
mountains lie outside of Grants Pass’ city limits and
urban growth boundary. Per available map data, roughly
50% of this rugged terrain is owned and managed
by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and
zoned by Josephine County as “Forest Commercial” or
“Woodlot Resource”. Non-BLM land remains mostly in
private ownership, with approximately half of it zoned by
Josephine County as “Woodlot Resource”. Other lands in

7th Street looking north to foothills in background
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Existing Measures to Manage or Protect Resource
from Conflicting Uses
Article 13, Special Purpose Districts of the Grants Pass
Development Code, Section 13.100, Slope Hazard District
contains requirements for development on steep slopes
(15% and greater) within the City. Item 13.110 Purpose
states: “The purpose of the Slope Hazard District is to
designate and provide standards within the hillside of
Grants Pass to allow for reasonable development while
balancing issues such as tree removal and replacement,
soil stability, erosion control, storm water runoff, grading,
wildlife interface areas and general aesthetics. It is
recognized the hillsides are sensitive areas that require
a distinct set of regulations.” However, the regulations
do not overly restrict residential development on steep
slopes and hillsides. Undeveloped sloping land within
the City appears relatively limited and recent residential
subdivision and development on slopes may create
precedents whereby further restrictions would be
difficult to implement.
State statute requires each municipality to establish
an Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) that is intended to
curtail urban sprawl and conserve agricultural lands,
forests, open space and other resources according to
Statewide Planning Goals. Municipalities may petition
the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and
Development to expand their UGB and/or Urban Reserve
as circumstances warrant. However, by indefinitely
deferring or avoiding expansion of its UGB into the
surrounding forested foothills and slopes, the City of
Grants Pass can limit development and the associated
loss of scenic quality on the hills and low mountains
surrounding the City.
As mentioned earlier, most of the visible slopes and
hillsides surrounding the City lie outside of City limits
and within Josephine County’s jurisdiction. Josephine
County’s Comprehensive Plan, Rural Land Development
Code, and Zoning Ordinance prescribe various land
use policies and development parameters on lands
within the County’s jurisdiction, including BLM lands.
Specifically, Article 65 – Forest Commercial and Woodlot
Reserve Zones of the Rural Land Development Code is
intended to promote the conservation and protection
of Forest Commercial and Woodlot Reserve Zones
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(“Forest Zones”) for forest uses, consistent with Statewide
Planning Goal No. 4. Although the code allows certain
Outright and Conditional Uses such as mining, gravel
extraction, clear-cut logging, landfills, etc. within Forest
Zones (which could diminish vegetation cover and thus
severely diminish scenic quality), there are geographic
and ownership conditions that may limit such uses.
Article 61 – Rural Residential Zones of the Code establishes
parameters for Rural Residential – 5 (five-acre minimum
lot size) and Low Density Residential with the intent
to preserve the County’s rural character and ensure
that development does not exceed the land’s carrying
capacity.

Proposed Additional Measures to Protect
Resource from Conflicting Uses
Josephine County government has indicated it is
receptive to working with the City of Grants Pass in
understanding the importance of conserving the unique
qualities and resources of lands surrounding the City.
The City of Grants Pass should therefore coordinate
with Josephine County in reviewing and allowing any
large-scale development or disruptive uses on land
visible from the City within the County’s jurisdiction.
The City should also work with the County to develop
programs and incentives that encourage private land
owners to conserve forest cover for scenic as well as
for wildlife, water quality, and recreational value. Per
Goal 5, preservation of critical wildlife habitat is a
statewide priority, and the conservation of habitat will be
instrumental in maintaining forest cover on surrounding
slopes.
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) controls large
tracts of land on the slopes and hills surrounding the
City of Grants Pass within Josephine County. Both the
City and County should establish a dialogue with the
BLM about preserving the scenic quality of BLM lands
visible from within the City. Potential logging, mining,
or other disruptive activities on BLM lands could have
significant adverse impacts upon the scenic quality of
the surrounding hills and mountains. Discussion and
coordination with the BLM about protecting the scenic
integrity of visible hills and mountains could be effective
in avoiding or reducing adverse visual impacts.
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Historic commercial building on 6th St.

G Street looking west

Rogue Theater at SE 7th and SE H
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6th Street looking north

C. SCENIC DOWNTOWN HISTORIC DISTRICT
(SCENIC SITE)

Potential Conflicting Uses or Threats to Scenic
Resource

Resource Description

•

Removal of existing historical buildings and
structures

•

Remodel, renovation, or alteration of existing
historical buildings in a manner that is incompatible
with the scale, materials, detailing and overall
character of the Historic District

•

Development of new buildings greater than three
stories in height and/or of architectural design that
is incompatible with overall character of the Historic
District

Two blocks of Grants Pass’ downtown were designated
in 1993 as a National Historic District. The District was
established in recognition of its collection of historically
significant mercantile, industrial, and residential
buildings and structures dating from the late 1800’s
to the early 1900’s. The District was expanded in 2016
to include additional area and structures. The District
now occupies about fifteen blocks over an irregularly
bounded area roughly defined by E Street on the north,
J Street to the south, SW 4th Street to the west, and SE
7th Street on the east. A number of individual structures
within the District have been designated as Landmarks
which possess special character, historic interest, or
aesthetic appeal worthy of conservation and protection.
Many of the characteristics that make the District
historically significant also make it scenic. The intimate
scale, design and detailing of buildings and streets all
contribute to an attractive urban environment within
the fifteen blocks of the District. Although some features
like big parking lots and newer commercial buildings
are detractions, the District has an overall compelling
visual quality. Unique features, like the “It’s the Climate”
sign over 6th Street, the singularly tall Redwood Towers
building, and the big bear sculptures positioned
along sidewalks, add to the charm and appeal of a
quintessentially small-city downtown.
The one-to-three story building heights in the
Downtown Historic District make for a comfortably
scaled human environment and allow for views of
the hills and mountains surrounding the City. From
numerous vantage points within the District looking
north, east or south, the steep green slopes surrounding
the City are visible down streets and over the tops of
buildings and structures. The effect is of knowing that
one is in a western mountain town. The overall visual
composition of the Downtown Historic District is vivid
and intact and of moderate-to-high scenic quality.

Existing Measures to Manage or Protect Resource
from Conflicting Uses
The 2014 Grants Pass Comprehensive Plan Policies,
(Historic) Section 3.7 states: “Within twelve months
of adoption of the Comprehensive Plan, the City shall
establish an Urban Area Historical Buildings and Sites
Commission, whose primary function is to facilitate the
preservation, conservation, restoration, rehabilitation
or upkeep of historic buildings, structures and historical
areas within the City of Grants Pass, and advise the City
Council in land use actions affecting historic structures,
sites and areas.”

6th Street looking South
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The 2016 Special Purpose Districts, Section 13.400 Historic
Districts of the City’s Development Code addresses
building alterations and new development within the
Downtown Historic District. Specifically, paragraph
13.451 prohibits alterations to any structure, site, or
signage in the Historic District that would affect its
exterior appearance, nor can any new structure be
constructed in the Historic District without prior review
and approval by the City’s Historical Buildings and Sites
Commission (HBSC). Furthermore, paragraph 13.453
Elements of Compatibility, Item (3) Additions and/or New
Construction states: “New additions, exterior alterations
or related new construction shall be compatible with the
historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion,
and massing to protect the integrity of the property”.
These and other provisions within Section 13.4 are
intended to guide the height, scale, and detailing of new
structures and modifications to existing structures in a
manner that is compatible with the historic character of
the Downtown Historic District. Preserving or protecting
the District’s historic character and qualities will
essentially preserve its scenic quality as well.

SW 5th & SW G

Proposed Additional Measures to Protect
Resource from Conflicting Uses
Whether the somewhat non-specific provisions of
Section 13.400 of the Development Code are sufficiently
adequate to protect the historic (and scenic) character of
the Downtown Historic District will have to be balanced
with the City’s objectives for accommodating property
owners’ needs and maintaining the economic viability
of the downtown. Moreover, property owners who
maintain “Refusal to Consent to Historic Designation”
of their properties listed under paragraph 13.422 may
object to complying with the provisions of Section
13.400 should they choose to redevelop their buildings
or land. The City may be obligated to provide added
incentives to property owners to obtain compliance
with the provisions and intent of Section 13.400. Plans
to redevelop the Dutch Brothers Property on G Street
represent a case-in-point where the scale, massing, and
detailing of new buildings ideally should fit with the
character of older buildings in the Historic District.

View of Caveman Bridge from River

Caveman Bridge at Street Level
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D. SCENIC CAVEMAN BRIDGE (SCENIC SITE)
Resource Description
Caveman Bridge is a historic concrete arch bridge over
the Rogue River on southbound SR 99 (SW 6th Street)
on the south side of downtown Grants Pass. Constructed
in the late 1920’s, the bridge was designed by the
renowned bridge engineer Conde McCullough who
designed several other notable reinforced concrete arch
bridges along the Oregon coast and elsewhere in the
state. The bridge was built during a time when even the
most utilitarian public works projects were a source of
pride, worthy of elegance and beauty that respected
both the setting and citizen users. The bridge’s 550 ft.
long road deck is supported by three “rainbow” concrete
arches spanning the river. The bridge is eligible for listing
on the National Register of Historic Places, and it recently
underwent repairs and restoration work costing $5.5
million.
Spanning the scenic Rogue River, the Caveman Bridge is
probably Grants Pass' most recognized and appreciated
landmark. The beautiful arched bridge can be seen and
viewed from various locations, including Riverside Park,
the Riverside Inn Resort, the Taprock Northwest Grill,
northbound SR 99 (SE 7th Street) bridge, and boats on
the river. Part of the bridge’s aesthetic appeal lies with its
setting. Riverbank trees and vegetation on both banks
envelope the bridge in lacy greenery that screens views
of the nearby inn, restaurant and other buildings in the
distance. The visual composition of waterway, trees, and
graceful arched bridge is sublime.

Potential Conflicting Uses or Threats to Caveman
Bridge Scenic Resource
•

Potential land uses or development on properties
adjacent to bridge that could be of scale and
character that detract from the bridge’s setting and
aesthetic qualities

•

Loss of vegetation on river banks and uplands near
the bridge

•

Limited vantage points from which to view bridge

Existing Conditions and Measures to Manage or
Protect Resource from Conflicting Uses
Existing land uses and building development flanking
both sides of the bridge’s north end are unlikely to
change at any time in the foreseeable future. The 3-story
Riverside Inn Resort northwest of the bridge is visually
screened by dense vegetation on the riverbank. The
Taprock Northwest Grill and parking lot northeast of the
bridge are partially buffered by riverbank vegetation.
Riverside Park, which flanks both sides of the bridge's
south end, will continue as vegetated park space.
The Royal Trailer Park just southwest of the bridge
crossing could be redeveloped at some point in the
future. Current code requirements for building heights,
river setbacks, and riverbank vegetation (per Article 21
Riverfront Tourist Commercial Development Regulations
of the Grants Pass Development Code) should keep
any new building structures on the trailer park site and
elsewhere along the river here from visually diminishing
the leafy setting for the bridge. In addition, Section
24.343, Preservation of Riparian Vegetation of Article 24
of the Development Code stipulates the preservation
or replanting of riparian plants on riverbanks within the
floodway.

Proposed Additional Measures to Protect
Resource from Conflicting Uses
The City should preserve trees and replant lost or
damaged trees in the roadway right-of-way and in
Riverside Park near the Caveman Bridge. The Riverside
Inn and Taprock Grill should also be encouraged to
maintain or even increase tree cover on their river
frontages. Trees can be positioned to allow views of the
bridge and river from these properties while softening
views of the inn and restaurant from the bridge and from
park areas on the opposite side of the river. Landscaping
and paths in Riverside Park’s event parking area
southwest of the bridge could be improved. A path with
scenic viewpoints overlooking the bridge and river could
be located along the riverbank on the north side of the
event parking area.
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E. SCENIC PARKS AND OPEN SPACE AREAS
(SCENIC SITES)
Parks and preserves of various types and sizes are found
in and near Grants Pass. Many of these open space areas
possess scenic value in addition to recreational, cultural
and environmental value. Parks within the City limits are
owned and managed by the City’s Parks and Community
Development Department, and parks and open space
areas just outside the City limits are operated and
managed by Josephine County or the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM). County parks at the edge of the City
are included in this assessment since they are enjoyed
by City residents and visitors alike. A few of the City’s
smaller parks offer little in terms of scenic interest and
quality. However, the following City and County parks
and open space areas comprise a rewarding collection of
scenic open space sites.

Riverside Park

Resource Description
•

Riverside Park
This attractive large park fronting the Rogue River
just across from downtown accommodates a wide
range of recreational features, activities and events.
The park is noteworthy for its green lawn populated
by mature shade trees overlooking a long stretch
of the River. The arched Caveman Bridge at the
park’s western edge contributes a monumental yet
beautiful built element to the park’s composition.
Riverside Park is undoubtedly one of Grants Pass
most scenic parks.

•

Baker Park & Parkway Park Reserve
Baker Park and Parkway Park Reserve also front
the south side of the Rogue River just a couple of
blocks east of Riverside Park. This green space area is
crossed by the Grants Pass Parkway and bridge, with
a boat ramp and parking area occupying most of the
park area on the west side of the bridge. The park/
reserve offers nice views of the river, with a beautiful
riparian landscape across the broad shoreline area
east of the bridge.

•

Tussing Park
This smaller passive-recreation park fronts the south
side of the river roughly opposite the larger Reinhart
Volunteer Park. Like other riverfront parks, Tussing
Park’s scenic value lies in its verdant landscape of
lawn, trees and shrubs overlooking the river.

View of River & Bridge from Baker Park

Tussing Park
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•

Schroeder Park
Schroeder Park is a County Park fronting the river just
outside the City’s western limits. The park contains a
campground, athletic facilities, boat ramp, restrooms,
dog park, picnic areas and trails. The park’s large lawn
area bordered by tall trees is picturesque, and views
looking both up and down river do not disappoint.

•

River Road Scenic View
This area was purchased by the City for development
as a park. The park use was not permitted by land
use regulations. The property is now in private
ownership. The River Road Scenic View remains
a large, flat agricultural field where sweeping
panoramic views stretch across broad green
pastureland to distant mountains. The scenic
amenity of the property will endure as it is protected
through exclusive agricultural zoning.

•

Allen Creek Reserve
A collection of small undeveloped parcels of land
bordering Allen Creek comprise the Reserve. The
largest of the parcels on Allen Creek Road is currently
maintained as an open meadow. This property has
attractive views eastward across the meadow to
distant mountains.

•

Cathedral Hills
Cathedral Hills is a 400 acre natural area owned and
maintained by the Bureau of Land Management
outside the City of Grants Pass southern limits.
Rising above the Rogue River’s flat valley bottom,
the preserve’s rugged mostly wooded terrain is
enjoyed year-round on a trail system used by hikers,
mountain bikers, and horseback riders. The native
woodlands and small meadows within the preserve
are very scenic as are the outward views looking
northward over the City and valley from various
viewpoints and clearings. Additionally, the wooded
slopes of Cathedral Hills can be seen from vantage
points within the City, adding to the preserve’s scenic
value.

Schroeder Park

River Road Scenic View

Allen Creek Reserve
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•

Reinhart Volunteer Park
Reinhart Volunteer Park is a large city park offering
something for nearly everyone. Bordered by the
Rogue River on the its southern edge, upland areas
within the park include a large athletic field complex,
a pond with paved terrace, large shady lawn areas for
picnic and play, natural areas with paths and trails, a
small house with overnight accommodations rented
for events, and a semi-formal grass terrace sloping
down to the river. Apart from the fenced and lighted
athletic fields, the park is attractive and scenic with
nice views of the river. A pedestrian bridge over the
river connecting Reinhart Park and Tussing Park
offers great views of the river looking upstream and
down.

•

Mountain Bike Hill
As its name implies, this park occupies a sloping site
at the south end of Starlight Ridge on the northwest
side of the City. The park’s steep terrain is vegetated
with native Madrone, Oak, and Manzanita with a
prairie grass understory. This natural or naturalizing
dry-woodland landscape is beautiful, deserving of
protection for its ecological, recreational and scenic
value.

•

F & Woodson Park Reserve
Occupying a sloping site between F Street and
Woodson Drive, this open space preserve is partly
occupied by earthen-covered municipal water
reservoirs terraced into the slope. The upper part
of the site (near the reservoirs) offers panoramic
southward views of the mountains on the opposite
side of the Rogue River Valley. The lower part of the
site consists of an attractive lightly wooded grassy
slope.

•

Reinhart Volunteer Park

View from F & Woodson Park Reserve

Beacon Hill
Located just above Interstate 5 on the northeast
side of the City, this gently sloping undeveloped
site is back-dropped by steep wooded hills to the
east juxtaposed with a broad sweeping view over
the Rogue River Valley to the southwest. The park
itself has the feel of an old farm pasture with a few
scattered trees, remnant fencerows and irrigation
ditch zigzagging through the fields. Although
I-5 occupies the foreground view, the park offers
dramatic panoramic views south and westward over
the valley to the mountains beyond.
Beacon Hill
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•

Tom Pearce Park
This large day-use County park is on the north side of
the Rogue River on the City’s east side. It is popular
for reunions, weddings and other events, offering
picnic areas with shelters, parking, Frisbee golf,
nature trails, river access, fishing, and a concrete ruin
once used for irrigation. The actively-use park areas
occupy river benches and terraces with views of the
river and adjacent steep forested slopes.

•

Overland Park Reserve
This small undeveloped piece of ground property
occurs just east of Fruitdale Creek on the southeast
side of the City. Slightly elevated above the
valley bottom, the reserve offers nice northward
and eastward views across an open meadow of
mountains and hills.

•

Small Parks
The following parks have scenic value, and some
provide scenic views: Redwood, George H. Eckstein,
Gilbert Creek, Lawnridge, Morrison Centennial, and
Ogle.

•

Dollar Mountain
Located just outside the City’s northwest limits,
Dollar Mountain offers hiking trails and scenic
overlooks in a beautiful dry-upland woods. The
Bureau of Land Management owns a forty-acre tract
of land on the lower southwest slopes of Dollar
Mountain, and the City recently purchased a 446acre tract of land on the mountain for conservation
and hiking/biking trail development.

View from Dollar Mountain

Upper Mountain Bike Hill

View from Cathedral Hills
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Tom Pearce Park

Potential Conflicting Uses or Threats to Scenic
Parks and Open Space Areas
The City's parks and open space areas are generally
immune to conflicting land uses that would lessen scenic
quality within a park. The small scale of park facilities,
such as paths, restrooms, picnic shelters, play structures,
and informal sports fields, minimally impact visual
quality. Most of the City's parks and open space areas
contain ample vegetation and natural or naturalizing
areas that contribute view buffering, seasonal variation,
and attractive scenery. The prevalence of vegetation
and green space in parks offset the intrusions of a few
small-scale built elements. Current development and
land uses bordering parks and open space areas also do
not appear to pose any major threats to scenic integrity.
Park vegetation generally screens adjacent residential
and commercial land uses. However, development of
the following park facilities and improvements, or other
evolving conditions, could potentially compromise the
scenic quality of park and open space areas:

•

Large, poorly sited parking areas, boat ramps, access
roads, service/maintenance yards, etc.

•

Poorly sited and designed athletic fields that include
high fencing, lights, bleachers, and other structures

•

Over-scaled, poorly designed and sited facilities such
as large picnic pavilions, community centers, bridges
and walls, pea-patch gardens, utility structures, etc.

•

Unattractive conditions due to neglect, poor
maintenance or damage, including soil erosion,
graffiti, weed and invasive plant growth, fire, etc.

Existing Measures to Manage or Protect Resource
from Conflicting Uses
The City of Grants Pass 2010 Comprehensive Park &
Recreation Master Plan establishes a vision, goals,
policies, strategies and implementation measures
to improve Grants Pass’ park system. Due to funding
limitations, the City will focus on expanding and
improving the City’s multi-use path system while making
modest improvements to certain parks and providing
park maintenance.

The City of Grants Pass and Josephine County have
ultimate authority and control over what happens in
their respective park and open space areas. The City
and County should plan, design and construct all park
improvements in ways that protect and improve park
scenic quality. Maintenance should also be carried
out in consideration of its impacts on visual quality.
Importantly, improvements to the City’s park reserves
(Overland Park Reserve, F & Woodson Reserve, Parkway
Park Preserve, etc.) must acknowledge and enhance the
scenic character of these properties.

Proposed Additional Measures to Protect
Resource from Conflicting Uses
The primary value in scenic resources (as well as in
recreational, natural, and cultural resources) lies in their
ability to be experienced and enjoyed by the public. The
public’s use and enjoyment of the resource engenders
better understanding of the resource, and thereby a
desire to protect and care for it. The scenic park and
open space areas in and around Grants Pass offer
abundant opportunities to increase public access and
enjoyment of these sites’ scenic, natural, and recreational
qualities. Toward this end, both the City and County
should improve information about park and open space
areas on their websites. Carefully designed parking
facilities and paths at the City’s park reserves would also
increase use and appreciation of these beautiful yet
under-utilized properties. Increased access and usage
might also be encouraged by linking up parks and open
space sites via an expanded system of shared-use paths
or greenways along waterways, street right-of-ways,
abandoned rail corridors, and easements through private
property. Interpretive exhibits explaining the history,
ecology, and other aspects of the park can be effective in
increasing appreciation and stewardship of the resource.
It’s beyond the scope of this study to prescribe design
measures for park improvements. Improvements
will need to be designed through a series of projects
tailored to each park/open space site. A comprehensive
path routing and design study should consider ped/
bike linkages between park and open space sites
in conjunction with linkages between schools,
neighborhoods, historic/cultural sites, and other
attractions.
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F. SCENIC URBAN TREE CANOPY
Resource Description
Some of the older residential neighborhoods in Grants
Pass are populated by large deciduous and coniferous
trees along City streets and in yards. Chapter 3 of the
2002 Grants Pass and Urbanizing Area Comprehensive
Community Development Plan identifies major streets
that have older, big trees (specifically 6th Street from
Evelyn to “A” Street, and “A” Street from 9th to 6th
Streets) as among “Grants Pass’ Scenic Views and
Areas”. Tree cover on these streets and others greatly
improve the ambience and attractiveness of the City’s
neighborhoods. Trees also provide environmental
benefits such as shade, wildlife habitat, and air quality
improvement. Moreover, trees create changing visual
conditions through variations in the quality of light
and shade throughout the day, seasonal change, and
gradual increase in tree size and stature over the years.
Grants Pass’ urban tree canopy should be recognized
and increased as one of City’s valued scenic and
environmental assets.

Potential Conflicting Uses or Threats to Urban Tree
Canopy Scenic Resource
•

Removal or die-off of existing large healthy trees

•

Excessive pruning of existing large trees

Tree Canopy along Manzanita Street
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•

Failure to plant appropriate large-growing tree
species to replace or supplement tree loss due to
natural die-off, storm damage, insect infestation,
removal for site development, or other causes

Existing Measures to Manage or Protect Resource
from Conflicting Uses
Grants Pass has been designated a Tree City USA for a
number of years. Accordingly, Grants Pass adopted an
Urban Forestry Framework in 2008 with the stated goal to
“Restore, establish and maintain a healthy urban forest
with age and species diversity that keeps pace with
urban growth, recognizing the numerous functions and
benefits a healthy urban forest provides.” The Framework
establishes a fairly comprehensive set of policies
and objectives toward achieving this goal, further
supported by Chapter 6.42 Street Trees of the Grants
Pass Municipal Code which lays out specific parameters
and requirements for tree removal and replacement on
public and semi-public land within the City. In addition,
Article 11 Tree Retention and Tree Canopy Re-establishment
of the Grants Pass Development Code sets clear
requirements for retention of existing trees and provision
of new trees in newly developed residential areas. The
Urban Framework Plan coupled with enforcement of
provisions in Chapter 6.42 of the Municipal Code and
Article 11 of the Development Code (plus development
code for other land uses) deter the above potential
conflicting uses to the urban tree canopy.

NW D Street Tree Canopy

G. SCENIC VIEWS AND VIEWPOINTS
Views and/or viewpoints correlate to specific locations
where distant and near landscape features can be
experienced. Views may be framed or panoramic, and
usually consist of foreground, middle-ground, and
background features that combine to form aesthetically
pleasing compositions. As mentioned earlier, many of
Grants Pass' scenic resources (including the Rogue River,
surrounding hills and mountains, and park reserves)
can be viewed and enjoyed from innumerable vantage
points. However, the following views and viewpoints are
singled out for their public accessibility and high scenic
quality:
View of Rogue River from 5th Street Overlook

Views of the Rogue River Scenic Waterway

•

5th Street River Overlook

•

View from pedestrian bridge over river between
Tussing Park and Reinhart Volunteer Park

•

View from Caveman Bridge

•

View from Greenwood Overlook

Views of Valley Bottom Agrarian Landscapes

View from Tussing Park pedestrian bridge

View from F & Woodson Park Reserve

•

View from west side of Allen Creek Reserve Property

•

Multiple views within River Road Scenic View
Property

Panoramic Views from High Points Overlooking Rogue
River Valley and Distant Mountains

•

Southwesterly views from Beacon Hill

•

Southward views from upper part of Mountain Bike
Hill

•

Northeasterly view from Overland Park Reserve

•

Northward views from vantage points in Cathedral
Hills

•

Southerly Views from F & Woodson Park Reserve

•

View from NW Starlite Place

•

Views from Dollar Mountain

•

Southwesterly views from Hillcrest Memorial Park
Cemetery
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Potential Conflicting Uses or Threats to Scenic
Views and Viewpoints Resource
Potential conflicting land uses and threats to the views
of the Rogue River from the viewpoints listed above
are similar to those described in Section 3-A, as are the
measures to manage or protect the views of the riverway scenic resource. Potential threats to views of scenic
agrarian landscapes, and measures to control these
threats, are consistent with those described in Section
3-E. Panoramic views from the highpoints listed above
could be compromised by intrusive elements in the
foreground of the view frame, such as large buildings
and structures, signs, or extensive removal of vegetation.
However, existing land uses and regulations somewhat
discourage the development of large obtrusive
structures in these areas.

View from Beacon Hill

View from Hillcrest Memorial Park Cemetery

View from Dollar Mountain
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River Road Scenic View

H. SCENIC ROADS & HIGHWAYS
Interstate Highway 5 along the northeast side of
the City, between the 6/7th Street interchange and
the US 199 interchange, offers southbound motorists
sweeping westward views across the Rogue Valley and
City to distant mountains in combination with views of
nearer forested slopes and mountains to the south and
east. Potential threats or conflicting land uses that could
compromise views from the highway include future
development of large buildings and signs along the west
side of the roadway and more residential development
creeping up the slopes east of the highway. Since the
highway sits higher than ground to the west, and most
of the land to the west is currently occupied by low-rise
single family residential development, the possibility of
tall buildings being developed here seems remote. The
City should avoid expanding its urban growth boundary
further to the east to deter residential development from
encroaching on the slopes east of the highway.
One to two block segments of 6th Street and 7th Street
(SR 99) at the river crossing are fairly scenic upon
passing above the treed landscape of Riverside Park. A
short segment of Hwy 199 through Parkway Park Reserve
a little farther east is also scenic. In that adjoining park
use will not change, there are no threats to these short
stretches of scenic road.
Certain local streets through older residential
neighborhoods just north and west of the downtown
are scenic, largely due to the urban tree canopy
mentioned earlier. Streets in the Downtown Historic
District are scenic due to the historic nature and scale
of the District. Potential conflicting uses and measures
to protect the scenic quality of these streets have been
discussed earlier.

the F & Woodson Park Reserve, provides sweeping
southwesterly views across the river valley to distant
mountains. No conflicting uses threaten these roads’
scenic character and views.
The major travel-ways through the City include US
Hwy 199/Redwood Hwy and Route 99/ 6th Street
and 7th Street. Unfortunately, the scenic quality along
these major arterials is poor due to the car-centric/
commercial nature of the urban development that
dominates the travel-way. The visual clutter of signs,
utility lines, lights, buildings, parking lots, driveway
openings, random landscaping, and wide roadway
pavements characterizing these arterials is unattractive
and overpowers views of distant hills and mountains.
The exception here is SE 6th Street (SR 99) between D
Street and Caveman Bridge, which is fairly scenic as it
travels through the Downtown Historic District described
earlier.
US 199/Redwood Highway and Route 99/6th and 7th
Streets through the City could perhaps be made more
attractive by engaging local citizens, City government,
business owners, Oregon DOT, and other stakeholders
in the planning and design of improvements along
each travel corridor. Although there would be
major challenges in improving the visual quality of
these corridors, it may be worth the effort given the
importance of these travel-ways to Grants Pass’ image
and economy.

Sky Crest Drive and Sky Way are not heavily travelled
and are outside the City’s southern limits. Portions of
these residential drives are scenic due to the winding
road alignment through patches of native vegetation
which remain in roadsides and on home lots. Similarly,
a winding one-third mile stretch of NW Crescent Drive
on the northwest side of the City immerses drivers in a
native Madrone/Oak woodland. A short stretch of NE
Hillcrest Drive just east of Interstate 5 offers panoramic
views to the west across the Hillcrest Park Reserve.
NW Woodson Drive, just before it dead-ends above
View from southbound I-5 overlooking Valley and City
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I. SCENIC GATEWAYS TO THE CITY
The development of “scenic gateways” on major travelways entering the City would provide a sense of arrival
and community identity for both locals and visitors.
Gateways ideally should occur at or near the City limits
and be associated with a major road junction or other
geographic feature. In addition, the gateway location
should coincide with a place where landscape features
and views are moderately scenic, or at least can be made
more scenic.

Redwood Highway / US 199 Scenic Gateway
One potential gateway location occurs on US 199/
Redwood Highway on the western edge of the City near
the intersection of Hubbard Lane, where US 199 crosses
Sand Creek. The highway literally punches through a
curtain of large trees bordering the creek here, creating
a dramatic eastward view of distant mountains rising
above the lower-lying City. This scenic spot, coinciding
with the City’s western limits, could serve as an attractive
gateway to the City. The following measures and
improvements would reinforce this location as the City’s
western portal:

•

Preserve existing trees along the creek, some of
which are in the highway right-of-way while others
appear to be on private land

•

Establish adequate setbacks to keep future
development (buildings, parking, signs, etc.) on
adjacent undeveloped land from encroaching too
closely on the highway

•

Provide additional landscaping along the highway
to screen new and existing development and further
enhance the gateway area

•

Design and install a large roadside marker, sign,
sculpture, or other attractive feature that conveys
“Welcome to Grants Pass” or “Entering Grants Pass”

•

Possibly provide a roadside pull-off where motorists
could stop and enjoy the view, and check maps and
other info about the City
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Undeveloped land along US 199 just east of Sand Creek

Eastbound US 199 approaching Sand Creek

I-5 & Route 99 Interchange Scenic Gateway

I-5 & US 199 Interchange Scenic Gateway

A scenic gateway to the city could be developed at
the interchange of Interstate 5, NE Scoville Road and
Route 99 on the north edge of the City. Motorists on
I-5 exit the highway here to enter the City on Route 99.
The interchange area currently possesses some visual
attributes including large open areas associated with
the interchange, and nice views of distant mountains
and nearby hills. Negatives include views across a large
industrial equipment yard next to the southbound exit
ramp, and the general lack of an attractive landscape
in the interchange area. The highway junction could be
made an attractive gateway feature by implementing the
following:

The I-5/US 199 interchange on the east side of the City
has potential for becoming a scenic portal to Grants
Pass. Currently, there are some attractive plants in the
interchange area associated with the northbound
exit ramp. Distant mountains come into view upon
descending both the northbound and southbound exit
ramps. However, just southwest of the ramps, the view
westward along Hwy 199 quickly becomes cluttered
with commercial signs and buildings – a disappointing
introduction to the City. Modest improvements that
would transform this interchange into a scenic gateway
include:

•

Increased landscaping in interchange open areas

•

Partial screening or buffering of commercial
development looking westward on US 199

Visually screen (with plants) the equipment yard next
to the southbound exit ramp

•

Application of art or other treatment on the I-5
highway bridge passing over US 199

•

Incorporate art (or other treatment) on the I-5
highway bridge that passes over Route 99

•

•

Install a large marker, monumental sign, sculpture, or
other feature that conveys “Welcome to Grants Pass”
or “Entering Grants Pass”

Design and installation of a large marker,
monumental sign, sculpture, or other feature that
conveys “Welcome to Grants Pass” or “Entering Grants
Pass”

•

Design and install an attractive landscape of plants,
earth forms, water, sculpture, and other elements on
open land in the interchange area

•

I-5 / Route 99 Interchange

Design and development of the above scenic gateways
should be coordinated between the City of Grant Pass
and Oregon DOT. Although the gateway locations and
settings differ, some gateway elements and features
could be consistent among all three gateway areas.
Much can be done at modest cost to make these scenic
gateways a reality.

I-5 / US 199 Interchange, looking west on 199 beneath I-5 bridge
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SUMMARY OF SCENIC RESOURCES & PROTECTION MEASURES
Scenic Resource
Current City Policies &
Potential Added Measures to
Regulations Protecting Resource Increase Resource Protection
A. Rogue River Scenic Riverway
• 2002 Comp. Plan
• Establish Scenic Overlay Zone
- Section 3.5
& Scenic Management Plan per
•
•

B. Scenic Hills & Mountains Around
City (Mostly outside of City's
jurisdiction)

•

C. Downtown Historic District

•

•

•
D. Scenic Caveman Bridge

•

E. Scenic Parks & Open Space Areas

•
•

F. Scenic Urban Tree Canopy

G. Scenic Views & Viewpoints
H. Scenic Motorized Travel Ways

I. Scenic Gateways
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•

2014 Comp Plan Policies
- Section 3.0
Development Code
- Article 12 (12.225)
- Article 21 (21.3-21.4)
- Article 24 (24.341-45)
Development Code
- Article 13 (13.1)
City/County Urban Growth
Boundary Ordinance
2014 Comp. Plan Policies
- Section 3.7
Development Code
- Section 13.400
Development Code
- Article 21
- Article 24
2010 Park & Recreation Master
Plan

•

Establish Additional Protections
for River Riparian Habitat

•

Seek Designation as "Oregon
Scenic Waterway" for River
through City
Coordinate with Josephine
County & BLM regarding Land
Use Decisions beyond City limits

•

•

Provide additional incentives
to property owners to preserve
historic character of District

•

Increase vegetation on riverbanks
near bridge

•

Carefully design park
improvements

Current Zoning & Code Provisions •
for Areas Around Parks
2008 Urban Forestry Framework •

•

Municipal Code
- Chapter 6.42

•

Development Code
- Article 11
As Provided Above
Maintenance of Current
Conditions

•
•

Comp. Plan

•
•

Improve access to park reserves
Enforce Article 11

Corridor Design Studies for
Highway 199 & SR 99 through
City
Design Studies

4—C o n c l u si o n

The City of Grants Pass has a fairly strong framework for
land use, development, and resource protection based
on the policies and provisions of its Comprehensive
Community Development Plan, Development Code, and
Municipal Code. These provisions coupled with those of
the Urban Forestry Framework Plan, Parks and Recreation
Master Plan, and other plans address a wide range
of environmental considerations including the direct
and indirect protection of most of the scenic resources
identified in this study. Overall, existing regulations and
codes appear to preclude or prevent most conflicting
uses to scenic resources, thus negating the presence of
conflicting uses and the need for additional regulations.
Protecting Grants Pass’ scenic resources from conflicting
uses thus becomes a nuanced effort of fine-tuning the
regulatory framework already in place. Although scenic
resource protection is not overtly stated in current
provisions to protect the character of the Downtown
Historic District, the Rogue River’s riparian vegetation,
or the City’s urban tree canopy, the current regulatory
provisions for these places and areas help to safeguard
their high scenic quality. Modest amendments to certain
regulatory measures could be made to acknowledge
these places and features as important scenic resources
that benefit by the protections afforded by established
regulations and codes.

Given the importance of the surrounding scenic hills
and mountains to Grants Pass' character and identity,
the City should establish a dialogue with Josephine
County and the Bureau of Land Management about
how to manage the surrounding landscape in ways that
keep natural terrain features and extant forest cover
intact. As a federal agency administering millions of
acres throughout the western U.S., the BLM is governed
by policies to protect the natural, recreational, cultural,
economic, and scenic value of its lands. Josephine
County government also recognizes the importance of
maintaining the County’s rural character which is tied to
healthy forests, clean waterways, and beautiful scenery.
Both the BLM and County should be enlisted by the City
as working partners in protecting a significant scenic
resource outside the City’s jurisdiction.
The chart on the opposite page provides a summary
of current and potential measures to protect scenic
resources from conflicting uses.
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( F LY E R & P O S T E R )

Scenic Resources Study
City of Grants Pass, OR
Study Overview

Grants Pass is renowned for its wonderful scenic landscapes
and features. It would be hard to imagine Grants Pass without
the beautiful Rogue River, nearby forested mountain slopes,
or charming historic downtown. These and other scenic
features, or ‘scenic resources’, are important to the character
and identity of Grants Pass, and they make the city a desirable
place to live and visit. With a growing population and a
thriving tourism industry, it is important to acknowledge the
City’s scenic resources and to consider how to keep these
unique qualities for generations to come.

View of Rogue River from pedestrian bridge at Reinhart Park
(Jones & Jones, 2017)

Study Goals

• Collect and review data on scenic resources and scenic
views within and around Grants Pass

• Involve the community through online tools and inperson meetings
• Develop inventory of scenic resources with input from
the community, city staff and consultant team
• Create an action plan of management tools for scenic
resources

View across field at River Road Reserve
(Jones & Jones, 2017)

Study Process

In accordance with Oregon state law, the City of Grants Pass
is conducting an inventory and analysis of scenic resources
over the Summer and Fall of 2017. This inventory will
use consultant-based research and public input to collect
information on scenic resources and key scenic views within
or just beyond the City limits. Resources and viewpoints
will be evaluated for their scenic quality, and strategies for
managing scenic resources will be developed.

What You Can Do
Visit www.ScenicGrantsPass.com

Tell us what you think is scenic about Grants Pass. Share
a photo, add a point to a map, and see what other scenic
resources and views have been submitted.

View of historic downtown from 6th street
(Jones & Jones, 2017)

Definition of Scenic:

Relating to views of impressive or beautiful natural
scenery or landscapes (scenic can also apply to humanmade landscapes like farms, lakes and historic places).

Timeline for Project Completion
June-July
Field reconnaissance and
preliminary data collection
by City staff and project
consultants
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August

September-October

November

Map and analyze preliminary Launch public input mapping Develop management plan
inventory of scenic resources, tool; collect, compile and
for scenic resources
prepare for public data input analyze scenic resources data
from public

(POSTER)

Preliminary Scenic Resources Inventory
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Preliminary identification of Grants Pass scenic resources is
shown on the map above. Colored shapes defined in the map
legend represent certain scenic resources in the area.
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(POSTER)

Preliminary Scenic Resources Inventory

View of Rogue River corridor from Baker Park

View of Rogue River corridor from the 5th Street River Overlook

Scenic Rogue River Corridor

View of Rogue River from Reinhart Park pedestrian bridge

Scenic Forested Slopes & Hills

View of nearby hills and mountains

Grants Pass scenic resources study
sePtember 2017
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View of hills from I-5

(POSTER)

Preliminary Scenic Resources Inventory

View across field at Hillcrest Park Reserve

View across field at River Road Reserve

Scenic Agricultural & Open Space Land

View across field at Allen Creek Reserve

Scenic Historic Downtown Area

View down SE H Street in the Historic District

View of Caveman Bridge from Riverside Park

Grants Pass scenic resources study
sePtember 2017
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Your Scenic Resources
Visit www.ScenicGrantsPass.com
to get involved today!

What You Can Do

Get Started Now!

How to Contribute

Participate on your computer or mobile device

Community input is essential
for creating a scenic resources
inventory that captures the identity
of Grants Pass. Tell us what you
think is scenic about the area.
Share a photo, add a point to a
map, and see what other scenic
resources and views have been
submitted.

• Add your scenic place to the
map with the location and
a description of your scenic
feature or view

Type the above URL into a browser on your computer or mobile phone.
You can also use your QR code scanner here:

Computer browser:

• Take pictures and upload
them when you create your
place
• See what others have
submitted by clicking on a
point and viewing the images
and descriptions
• Comment and Like other
shared places, and send
questions to the project team
from the Contact Us form

Questions?

Email tschauer@grantspassoregon.gov

Grants Pass scenic resources study
sePtember 2017
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Mobile device:

S T U DY E M A I L N OT I F I C AT I O N
& RESPONSES

Grants Pass
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W E B S I T E S U R V E Y PAG E
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travelgrantspass.com/scenic

Scenic Views and Sites
Grants Pass is identifieable by its scenic resources - the various natural and historic landscapes, key vistas and viewpoints. How do we take stock of
the scenic resources that embody Grants Pass in order to protect them? That is where you come in.
The term scenic is often attributed to landscapes or features that possess significant
aesthetic, natural or visual qualities. Some places shaped by human activity, such as
farmlands, gardens, and historic and cultural sites, can also be considered scenic. For
more information on scenic resources and the Scenic Views and Sites project, click here.
Please click the Add Places button below to identify a location on the map you consider
to be a scenic view or site. Add a description and share a photo of your scenic location
(optional). You can also comment on other Places to tell us why you agree or disagree
with that scenic location.

Rogue River Pedestrian Overlook

“It’s The Climate” Sign

Mountain Bike Hill

Lake at Volunteer Park

Mountains from Highland Elementary School

Scenic view from I-5

Resevoir view

Grants Pass
Scenic Resources Study
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travelgrantspass.com/scenic/addlocation

Add Your Scenic Location

Type of Site or View

Select the category that best represents the
type of landscape in the scenic view or site.

- Forested Hills and Slopes
- Scenic Riverway
- Agricultural/Pastoral Lands
- Cultural/Historic
- Other
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ID

User SID

Name

City

State

ZIP Code Latitude

Longitude

Grants Pass

OR

97526

‐123.327

Description
Â "It's The Clim
Historic Downt
mountains in v
scenic.Â

‐123.346

This is the view
pedestrian brid
and Reinhart V

19 J&J

"It's The Climate" at
start of Historic
Downtown
137‐199 OR‐99

21 J&J

Rogue River View
from Pedestrian
Bridge

22 J&J

River Road Reserve 3480‐3910 Lower
agricultural field
River Rd

23 J&J

Hillcrest Park
Reserve with
distant views

24 J&J

Allen Creek Reserve 2368‐2434 SW
open field
Allen Creek Rd

Grants Pass

OR

97527

42.4092

‐123.352

25 J&J

Tom Pearce Park
view of nearby hill

3840 Almar Rd

Grants Pass

OR

97527

42.4314

‐123.266

Scenic view of
landscape. Ope
mountains in t
This view from
has grassy foot
space in the fo
structure and n
background.Â

986 SE 6th St

Grants Pass

OR

97526

42.4303

‐123.332

Sunset over th
Caveman Bridg

Tom (City of Grants Caveman Bridge at
30 Pass)
Sunset
986 SE 6th St

Grants Pass

OR

97526

42.4303

‐123.332

View of the sun
Bridge

‐123.328

We love seeing
sculptures plac
(They're alway

Great views to
from Sun View
intersection wi

Tom (City of Grants Sunset from
29 Pass)
Caveman Bridge

Paul
<davlisingp@aol.co
33 m>
Bearfest
Jim Huber
<jimehuber@gmail.
35 com>
Doranne Long
<doranne527@gma
37 il.com>
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916 W Park St

Grants Pass

OR

97527

42.4397

42.4271

Grants Pass

OR

97526

42.4399

‐123.387

1055 NE Hillcrest Dr Grants Pass

OR

97526

42.4576

‐123.31

111 SW G St

Grants Pass

OR

97526

42.439

Views to south &
southwest of the
city.

1749‐1799 NW
Sunview Pl

Grants Pass

OR

97526

42.4473

‐123.349

Cathedral Hills

Outback Loop

Grants Pass

OR

97527

42.394

‐123.334

Mountains and
scenic at the R
outside the Gra
The Hillcrest Pa
higher elevatio
withÂ scenic vi
mountains asÂ

ongitude

123.327

123.346

123.387

123.31

Description
Â "It's The Climate" banner sign in the
Historic Downtown Area. The trees and
mountains in view help make it
scenic.Â

URL to place image
https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/IMG_607
https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
This is the view looking east on the
pedestrian bridge between tussing Park s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/IMG_177
and Reinhart Volunteer Park.

Mountains and green fields are very
scenic at the River Road Reserve, just
outside the Grants Pass city limits.Â
The Hillcrest Park Reserve area is a
higher elevationÂ open space
withÂ scenic views over the city and
mountains asÂ the background.Â

123.266

Scenic view of meadow/agricultural
landscape. Open field view with
mountains in the background.Â
This view from within Tom Pearce Park
has grassy foothill vegetation and open
space in the foreground with a remnant
structure and nearby hill as the
background.Â

123.332

Sunset over the Rogue River from
Caveman Bridge

123.332

View of the sunset from Caveman
Bridge

123.328

We love seeing the wonderful bears
sculptures placed all around town.
(They're always being photographed!)

123.349

Great views to the south and southwest
from Sun View Pl., west of the
intersection with Fall Run Dr.

123.352

123.334

https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/IMG_190
8.jpg
https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/IMG_183
https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/IMG_179
https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/IMG_199
8.JPG
https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/Photo2.jp
https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/Photo1.jp
https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/Bear_0.jp
https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/IMG_284

Created Date

Total
User
votes Image? Commen Comment

09/21/2017 ‐
12:47pm

2

09/21/2017 ‐
2:35pm

3

Heidi
Saleska

09/21/2017 ‐
2:46pm

4

Heidi
Saleska

09/21/2017 ‐
2:51pm

0

09/21/2017 ‐
3:22pm

1

09/21/2017 ‐
3:26pm

1

09/22/2017 ‐
1:53pm

3

09/22/2017 ‐
1:55pm

1

09/27/2017 ‐
9:33am

4

Yes

09/29/2017 ‐
4:56pm

1

Yes

10/01/2017 ‐
10:29am

1

My friends and I enjoy Yoga mornings
on the bridge. If you ever get a chance
check out the view upside down.
My family enjoys the drive on lower river
road all the way out to Robertson
Bridge. We enjoy the barns, old
farmhouses, as well as the agriculture
and animals. Each spring we search for
the baby pigs, goats, sheep, cows and
horses
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driving along rogue
river highway, with
Doranne Long
the river view,
<doranne527@gma between grants
38 il.com>
pass and rogue river

potential for
"Welcome to
Grants Pass"
Kyle Strauss
sign/mural on
<kylestrauss@yaho irrigation pipeline
39 o.com>
bridge over 199

5157 Redwood Hwy Grants Pass

OR

97527

42.4112

‐123.422

No Name
<adrox1@gmail.co
40 m>
Ogle Park

1442 NW
Washington Blvd

Grants Pass

OR

97526

42.4547

‐123.326

No Name
<adrox1@gmail.co
41 m>
Rogue River

1120‐1124 E Park St Grants Pass

OR

97527

42.4256

‐123.313

I think the irrig
crosses over H
Helms Rd could
"Welcome to G
on the south fa
coming northb
be welcomed t
than just havin
highway it's an
the feel of ente
Ogle Park is a t
lovely very gre
It is frequently
picnic in the ga
enjoying a brea
Floating the Ro
The gentle floa
Park is beautifu
productive (be

‐123.326

Maintaining an
streetscape in
significant neig

Urban and sub
scenic beauty w
salmon and ste
made our Rogu

James Love
Established /
<bellaluci@charter. Historic
42 net>
Neighborhoods

Dave Strahan
E. Jones Creek
43 <dstrahan@q.com> watershed

Grants Pass

OR

97526

42.4441

1983 E Jones Creek
Rd
Grants Pass

OR

97526

42.4542

‐123.26

Tom (City of Grants 199 Looking
44 Pass)
Northeast from RCC 3349 Redwood Hwy Grants Pass

OR

97527

42.4147

‐123.393

Tom (City of Grants Highway 199 at RCC
45 Pass)
Looking Northeast 3349 Redwood Hwy Grants Pass

OR

97527

42.4146

‐123.393

Tom (City of Grants Highway 199 at
46 Pass)
Sand Creek
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3001 Redwood Hwy Grants Pass

OR

97527

42.4158

‐123.386

Pretty gateway
trees and ripar
highway crosse
distant mounta

123.422

123.326

123.313

123.326

123.26

123.393

123.393

123.386

I think the irrigation pipeline bridge that
crosses over Hwy 199 just south of
Helms Rd could be a good place for a
"Welcome to Grants Pass" sign. If it was
on the south face of the bridge, drivers
coming northbound on Hwy 199 would
be welcomed to Grants Pass. Rather
than just having a pipeline across the
highway it's an opportunity to add to
the feel of entering the city limits.
Ogle Park is a tiny refuge providing a
lovely very green space for us to enjoy.
It is frequently used by families having a
picnic in the gazebo or people just
enjoying a break in the shade.
Floating the Rogue River is the best.
The gentle float Chinook Park into Baker
Park is beautiful and peaceful and
productive (best blackberries line the
https://www.scenic
Maintaining and enhancing the
grantspass.com/site
streetscape in established and locally
s/scenicgrantspass.
significant neighborhoods.
com/files/_MG_357
https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
Urban and suburban streams add to our s/scenicgrantspass.
scenic beauty while supporting the
com/files/2014‐04‐
salmon and steelhead runs that have
19%2018.31.06%20
made our Rogue River famous.
%28768x1024%29.j
https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/199East%
https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/199RCCE
Pretty gateway entry point framed by https://www.scenic
trees and riparian area where the
grantspass.com/site
highway crosses Sand Creek with
s/scenicgrantspass.
distant mountain view
com/files/1.jpg

10/01/2017 ‐
10:30am

0

10/10/2017 ‐
12:47pm

0

10/11/2017 ‐
1:07pm

0

10/11/2017 ‐
1:13pm

0

10/15/2017 ‐
10:47pm

0

Yes

10/16/2017 ‐
2:54pm

0

Yes

10/20/2017 ‐
7:12pm

0

10/20/2017 ‐
7:25pm

0

10/20/2017 ‐
7:29pm

0
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Tom (City of Grants Highway 199
47 Pass)
looking southeast

3001 Redwood Hwy Grants Pass

Tom (City of Grants Highway 199 Scenic
48 Pass)
Gateway Area
3345 Redwood Hwy Grants Pass
Not scenic ‐
contrast with
Tom (City of Grants landscaping on
2362‐2734
49 Pass)
south side
Redwood Hwy
Grants Pass

OR

97527

42.4161

‐123.383

OR

97527

42.4152

‐123.39

OR

97527

42.4162

‐123.384

OR

97526

Email comment:
Arden McConnell
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Wildlife Within City
Limits
961 SE 8th Street

Grants Pass

These mature h
at this gateway
Highway 199.
apartments bu
highway on the
character shou
Highway 199 a
Lane provides
town with the
and attractive
landscaping in
Sand Creek rip
199 crosses Sa
This is built righ
no landscaping
the appearanc
highway.

123.383

123.39

123.384

These mature help define the character
at this gateway entry into town from
Highway 199. This contrasts with the
apartments built tight up to the
highway on the north side. This
character should be maintained.
Highway 199 approaching Hubbard
Lane provides an attractive entry into
town with the distant mountain views
and attractive layers of trees and
landscaping in the foreground and with
Sand Creek riparian trees framing where
199 crosses Sand Creek.
This is built right up to the highway with
no landscaping, starkly contrasting with
the appearance on the south side of the
highway.

https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass. 10/20/2017 ‐
com/files/2_0.jpg 7:33pm

https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/3_0.jpg
https://www.scenic
grantspass.com/site
s/scenicgrantspass.
com/files/199Apts

0

10/20/2017 ‐
7:37pm

0

10/20/2017 ‐
7:40pm

0
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